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FKAD Software



FKad Fitting 1-2

This software allows the creation of tailored 
garments. It is the best solution for made to 
measure clothing production, starting from 
customer measurements to final manufacture.
The industrialization method of basic models 
modification allows quick and precise results 
thanks to “DataBase” suite.

FKad Design

It is the solution that allows the designer maxi-
mum freedom to express his creativity. You can 
make presentations with fabric samples, two-di-
mensional elements, drafts, customized collages 
and generate variations with the desired combi-
nations for the various projects. It consists of a 
suite and different modules oriented to respond 
to the most varied graphic requests.

FKad Wom PM

Winning and strategic PDM software for fash-
ion companies. The increasingly decentralised 
market requires working process ever more 
complex. Wom PM is the platform that in-
tegrates and allows sharing collections data 
as technical information, providing clear and 
secure management. From the basic product 
working and costing analysis sheet to the most 
complete work flow management.

FKad Vect 1-2

Vect is the software of input shapes compatible 
with any CAD system through the DXF-ASTM 
formats.
Vect1 is the software for Digitizer and Digi-Pen, 
while Vect2 is the photo digitizing software 
and is the interface for DIGISCAN, DIGIBOX, 
EVO-DIGIT and CAMERADIGIT products, 
that are systems for paper pattern acquisition. 
DIGISCAN is a large format scanner. DIGIBOX, 
EVO-DIGIT and CAMERADIGIT are tools 
that operate through a high resolution digital 
photo camera. Vect2 in addition to acquiring 
the contours, is able to detect fabric patterns 
and drawings making them available for 
projections, drawings and cutting.

FKad Wom Plan

It is a software package to be used in the textile 
manufacturing industry for automatic cut order 
planning. In the management version it is char-
acterized by two calculation algorithms, one to 
run the traditional Cutplan, the other to simulate 
fabric spreading according to the real length, all 
in combination with 4 calculation criteria:
1° Lowest overall cost;
2° Reduced fabrics consumption;
3° Faster creation time;
4° Minimum number of lays.

FKad DataBase

The application “Database” thanks to the pos-
sibility of SQL integration (and other DB) is an 
excellent data storage management system, 
typical of large workflows.

FKAD

Complete suite of software solutions and 64bit technologies, always in evolution, dedicated to 
the Fashion, Home Textile, Handbags and Luggage and technical materials industries.

FKad Model 1-2-3

Modeling software that allows the creation or 
modification of models created.
Possibility of importing images and fabrics into 
real sizes, helping the model maker to create 
the finished garment.
The software allows to work quickly and easily 
thanks to the customization of the menus and a 
constant help desk; developed on three different 
levels to satisfy each customer needs.

FKad Import-Export

Imports and exports of different formats made 
for communication with the most popular CAD 
systems.

FKad Place

Software that allows the creation of marker cre-
ation freely or by giving constraints and specifi-
cations of each fabric. Possibility to define spe-
cific areas of faults in the fabric, creation of grids 
for the nesting of checks or stripes and loading 
of the fabric as a background display on the 
spreading table helping the operator to position 
the pieces.

  

FKad AutoPlace 1-2-3

A tool that allows to create of automatic nest-
ing. It ensures the greatest and best efficiency 
in a short time always having the ability to make 
changes manually.

FKad Gateway

Gateway gives the possibility to set up different 
profiles, to monitor the progress of placements, 
allows the massive export of ISO and HPGL files 
and to generate automatic nesting queues.


